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The nuclear power industry is currently facing increasing aging and obsolescence issues with
original equipment installed for instrumentation, control, and safety system applications. One
area that needs attention is the aging of electronic boards and components used in
instrumentation and control (I&C) systems in nuclear power plants (NIPPs).

In this context, EPRI has launched a project dedicated to NPP electronic component and
board aging management. The goals of this project are 1) to better understand the degradation
mechanisms of I&C electronic systems, 2) to develop new methods to monitor prevalent
mechanisms and forecast generic aging cases, and 3) to give guidelines for the aging
management of I&C electronic systems. The ultimate objectives are 1) to reduce the
likelihood of losing plant availability due to a board or component failure and 2) to reduce the
global cost of maintenance by optimizing preventive maintenance tasks and the schedule for
refurbishment or renewal.

Degradation mechanisms of electronic boards in N-PP

Aging mechanisms of electronic parts depend on technologies, manufacturing quality, and
conditions of environment and operation. Aging of electronic parts is well documented in
harsh environments (e.g., aerospace, military, or automotive industries data). However, only a
small amount of data on electronic part failures in NPPs is available because the conditions
are benign and the failure rates are supposed to be low. It is thus difficult to identify what will
predominantly cause the aging of electronic systems after 20 or 30 years of operation. Usual
causes are temperature, corrosion, temperature cycles, or extrinsic aggressions (Electrical
Over Stress (OS), Electro Static Discharges (ESD)).

From field data and bibliographic analyses, we found that electrolytic capacitors, relays,
potentiometers, power devices (thyristors, power transistors, etc.), optocouplers, on-board
connectors, printed boards, integrated circuits were identified as the most "aging sensitive"
devices. A collection of field failure data from several NPPs in France and in the U.S. was
established. Some examples are shown in the paper. Potential root causes and degradation
mechanisms are explained.

New methods for the monitoring of electronic parts

Aging management can partly be based on the monitoring of electronic system aging. The
monitoring task aims at forecasting the aging. It can rely upon two types of actions: aging
tests on aged parts, at a given time, to assess their residual lives (e.g., a data retention test for
UVEPROM memories) or continuous monitoring of key "end-of-life indicators" (e.g., on-
board measurements of gate threshold currents for thyristors, of Z(f) for capacitors, of Current
Transfert Ratio (CTR) for optocoupleurs, etc.).

LAEA 1147 report on the management of aging of I&C equipment in NPP tells that research
work is still needed for some families like resistors, diodes, transistors, and integrated circuits.
This project aims at gathering existing methods and developing new ones when required. This
is the project core. This paper explains some of the new methods we are currently assessing
thanks to a PhD program.
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Guidelines for the aging management of I&C electronic boards

Electronic part and board aging management is ultimately based on several complementary
actions.

Some actions to help diagnose the state of aging of systems:

1 . Failure analyses and destructive analyses

Failure analysis refers to the task performed subsequent to a failure, in order to
identify the failure mode, failure mechanism, and root cause. A failure analysis is
generally conducted when a failure may be generic to many parts or boards. After the
analysis, corrective actions may have to be undertaken (e.g., preventive replacement of
parts, specific inspections or measurements, etc.). Destructive physical analyses can be
conducted on operating parts, which may have aged. The analyses are done to find the
effects of aging on these parts. Eventually, operational failure rates can be calculated
to detect less reliable parts.

2. Aging tests and continuous monitoring (see previous part)

3. Visual inspections

Visual inspections of boards can be achieved inside the plant. The objective is to
visually check the physical "state" of the boards. The main observations are related to
solder joints, corrosion or pollution of the boards, and mechanical shock effects on the
boards or part packages. They may lead to corrective actions as well.

Some actions undertaken after these diagnoses, leading to:

1. Preventive maintenance programs

They usually consist of preventive replacements of parts or refurbishment of boards.
For instance, they are applied to electrolytic capacitors whose degradation
mechanisms are roughly predictable.

2. Specific procedures to enhance the residual lives of the boards

Utilities may use some specific procedures related to electronic part aging. For
instance, electronic cabinets and boards have to be protected from ESD in an
appropriate manner.

Conclusions

Even if the physical environment of I&C electronic systems is benign, some actions must be
undertaken to control their aging mechanisms. Between the two extreme strategies of "doing
nothing"~ or "preventively replacing everything", the sensible approach of monitoring specific
parts seems to be a good compromise. It must be focused on "aging sensitive" parts, and can
consist of both aging tests and continuous monitoring of end-of-life indicators. By monitoring
the aging, preventive maintenance should be optimized.
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